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It teaches young kids skills that are fundamental to success as they grow, such as cognitive thought, language
improvement, and concentration enhancement. It introduces them to life lessons that they will carry well after
they leave the daycare center. Each new book that they read represents a brand new perspective on the way
this world works. This ultimately allows their brains to be exposed to a broader scope of concepts that touch
on responsibility, creativity, and individuality â€” the kind of elements that will one day make them strong,
productive, and able to experience life at its full capacity. Here is our all-time list of the 50 preschooler books
that help nurture these important developmental traits. These are listed in no particular order; the important
thing that they are listed. Last Stop on Market Street This multi-award winning book features intergenerational
relationships, urban life, the importance of thankfulness, and a diverse cast of characters headed by an
African-American boy and his grandmother. As CJ and Grandma take the bus home from church, CJ
expresses his dissatisfaction with not having as much as others. His grandmother responds with love, showing
him the beauty in their life. The flat, block illustrations feature people of all shapes and colors. This book is a
must-have modern, diverse classic. Yoko When Yoko brings sushi for lunch, the other kids tease her
mercilessly. This book is a wonderful introduction to differing cultures and the concept of respect. The ending
avoids being too pat, and brings with it the added encouragement for the reader to be the brave one and reach
out, even when other people seem different. The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry, and the Big Hungry
Bear This classic book follows a mouse who is trying to keep a big hungry bear from eating his freshly picked
strawberry. As he tries more and more silly methods to keep his strawberry safe, he finally realizes that the
only way to save it is to share it with the reader. The silliness of the illustrations and text at one point, the
mouse disguises the strawberry with a moustache and glasses , are a sure delight for children, and the message
that sharing solves problems is beautifully done. The first half of the book shows a monster appearing, starting
with his big yellow eyes until he is completely visible. In the second half, the narrator tells the monster he or
she is not afraid, and the monster disappears in the same way he came. The message of facing fears, combined
with the die-cut illustrations make this a fun bedtime read. Mango, Abuela, and Me A cross-culture and
family-oriented read, Mango, Abuela, and Me tells the story of Mia, who must share her home and room with
a grandmother who speaks only Spanish. As the story goes on, Mia finds ways to communicate with her
Abuela until both of them realize that their closeness has little to do with language at all. The warmly colored
illustrations strike the gentle and loving tone of the story, and the text is interspersed with Spanish words and
phrases, used in a way to make them immediately accessible to the reader. Bunny Cakes Rosemary Wells is
another author whose entire oeuvre could be included here. This book touches on themes of determination,
being yourself, and family love. Pared with a spare text that nonetheless has time for a repeatable refrain, this
book is captivating for children from beginning to end. Hand, Hand, Fingers, Thumb This book is the ultimate
read aloud. The simple rhyming text is designed to bounce along like the drumming the monkeys in the
illustrations are doing, and children and adults will have difficulty not beating out the rhythm themselves. A
wonderful introduction to beat and playing with language, Hand Hand Fingers Thumb also boasts bright and
exuberant illustrations. The feel of this book is enthusiasm and pure fun! As she gradually calms down, she
returns to the living room to find that her sister has moved on and the toy is available again. This book is a
great introduction to managing feelings. The Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend This
heartwarming story took the Caldecott Medal in for its illustrations. The storyline follows an imaginary friend
who finds himself passed over time and again. He decides to take matters into his own hands and find a child
who will imagine him and give him a name. After a journey through the cities and countries of the world, he
finally finds a home in the imagination of a small girl. A is for Angry: Her funny illustrations make the
connection between unfamiliar words and their meanings, all while maintaining a sense of excitement and
humor that sets this book apart from the other alphabet books on the market. Inside Outside Upside Down
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This incredibly simple story follows a young bear as he crawls into a box and goes to town on a truck. The
appeal comes from the building repetition as each action is added to the refrain. Duck and Goose When a duck
and a goose mistake a beach ball for an egg, they first fight about who gets to keep it. As the story progresses,
they discover that the only way to take care of their new responsibility is through cooperation. The
illustrations really make this book, with gorgeous watercolor backgrounds that push the adorable Duck and
Goose to the front. Our heroes are expressive and funny - their simple lines make their expressions stand out.
The How Do Dinosaurs? Typically the first half of the book has the dinosaurs modelling inappropriate
behavior, which they then correct in the second half. The rhyming couplets on each page are offset by colorful
and silly images of scientifically correct dinosaurs performing day to day tasks, often alongside human
children and parents. The juxtaposition is both entertaining and educational, as the names for each dinosaur
are provided just below the picture. When his mother does return, she reassures him that she will always be
near, and he is able to fall asleep. With a simple rhyme scheme and colorful, expressive illustrations, this book
hits the right notes on an all-too-familiar problem for this age group. This book provides a positive
introduction to school, while also addressing preschool-friendly themes like the waiting, revenge, and
forgiveness. The first half of the book has Blue, the truck, greeting his animal friends and invites preschoolers
to make the noises of the creatures he meets on the way. In the second half, a mean dump truck gets stuck in
the mud, but no one will help him. When Blue gets stuck too, all his animal friends jump in to save the day.
This book encourages participation through repetitious animal sounds and predictable text. Hands, ears, hair,
and toes, the little girl is happy in her own body, regardless of what anyone else thinks. There is a sense of
silliness in the pictures and the things the girl likes about herself that will appeal to preschoolers. This is the
perfect introduction to self-confidence and self-esteem. Random Kindness and Senseless Acts of Beauty is a
wonderful way to teach children that their actions matter. When a young boy faces the nightmare in his closet,
he discovers that it just wants comfort and a warm bed. The writing makes for an easy and funny read-aloud,
especially as a soothing way to end the day. Mouse Paint A simple story designed to introduce children to the
concept of art and color, this is the tale of three white mice who begin mixing primary colored paint to create
the colors of the rainbow. As they discover the magic of creating color, the mice begin to dance and play,
making gorgeous works of art on the white paper they used to blend in with. Mouse Paint is a favorite of art
teachers for the clear way in which it teaches color blending and basic art theory. Cut-paper collage
illustrations capture the theme of joy in creativity that makes this book a stand-out classic. Are You My
Mother? This story of a lost baby bird looking for his mother will resonate with preschoolers. The central
conflict - losing your mother - is very relatable, and the humor is geared perfectly for this age group. As the
little bird asks cats, dogs, and even giant excavators if they are his mother, children will be drawn in by the
simple illustrations and the silliness of the baby bird. This book is also designed as a beginning reader: Buy
Are You My Mother? Mama, Do You Love Me? This book is perfect for those interested in dipping into
another culture. Themes of unconditional love in spite of limit testing and boundary pushing are perfect for
preschoolers. The timeless message is enriched by the gorgeous cultural illustrations, which make the
sometimes unfamiliar vocabulary easy to understand. This story features a father-led family going on an
adventure and invites the reader to come along as they trek through swamps, grassy fields, and streams. With a
varied landscape and plenty of adjectives, this book is a vocabulary builder par excellence. Children are also
invited to participate by mimicking the noises of the terrain the family passes through, making this an
enjoyable read-aloud choice. The Rainbow Fish This classic tale of a fish who gives away his rainbow scales
to make others happy teaches the concept of sharing. When Rainbow Fish realizes that he has no friends, he
goes to the wise old octopus who tells him to give away his most prized possessions. As he gives away his
scales, Rainbow Fish not only gains friends, but learns about the joy that comes from making others happy. I
Love My White Shoes This engaging, bright book is a perfect way to teach children to look on the sunny side
of things. As Pete goes for a walk in his new white shoes, he steps in all sorts of messes, turning his shoes
from red, to blue, to brown. As the pigeon tries to convince the reader that he should be allowed to follow his
dream, children are encouraged to answer back and reason with the silly bird. This book asks for participation
while teaching about following instructions, arguing, and throwing temper tantrums. When a child gives a
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mouse a cookie, he finds that the mouse needs more and more, like a glass of milk or a crayon to draw a
picture with. With each successive page turn, he gets more and more desperate until realizing that he is, in
fact, the monster at the end of this book. When the entire lowercase alphabet falls from the tree, their
uppercase family members must rush to the rescue, patching them up and reminding them that family is
always there. Neon colors jump from the page, and the overall feel of this book is energetic, exciting, and fun.
Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs tells the story of the town of Chewandswallow, where food rains from the
sky three times a day. When the food weather gets out of control, the town must decide what to do about it.
This book also teaches both weather and food vocabulary. Green Eggs and Ham You have to have a Dr. The
good doctor shows up later on this list, too. This classic tale of Sam-I-Am trying to convince his stubborn
friend to try an unusually colored breakfast combo only contains fifty words, and the iconic illustrations
provide excellent visual clues that make the book easy for beginners to read. Those that did, and those that are
eager to share her stories with their own children, know how remarkably charming her tales of clothes-wearing
animals can be. It is a sweetness that a child will recognize with a great measure of happiness. Buy Beatrix
Potter the Complete Tales
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Chapter 2 : Big Preschool Workbook Gets Kids Ready for Success | School Zone
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

I am enjoying the bright colors and easy to follow directions for toddlers. This book has so many skills that are
still working on to develop. The pages are colorful, not overly busy and short enough task to hold interest. My
students are challenged but successful using this book. We first discovered School Zone through their Hidden
Pictures, which my 2. We stuck around because they offer products my kid likes at a great price. Parent I love
this book. It helped me with my daughter. She is still in pre-k but she she is becoming more advance. Thank
you for this. I found a nice curriculum on Pinterest to base our curriculum on. As I searched for educational
activities, I quickly realized it was time consuming and expensive. I knew then that I needed to find a good
base workbook. I looked through the many workbooks we had stashed away and came across this one that had
been bought recently by my grandmother as a gift. This book has saved us so much time, money, and sanity!
Thank you so much, School Zone! She is really learning great from it. Parent Chambersburg, PA When my
son turned 3, I started to try and teach him his numbers and letters. I was a complete failure at it. I got mad and
frustrated, he got depressed, I had no idea what I was doing. This book provide me with a curriculum I could
easily go through and it made learning a lot easier for him and teaching easier for me. Parent My daughter 17
months is able to identify many animals, colors and objects in the work book. Parent When I think back to
when I was in grade school, I only really remember the fun learning projects and tools that my teachers used in
class. I remember being so excited when we got to color, draw or think outside of the box. If you help make
learning fun, kids are more likely to stay interested, and the material is more likely to stick. School Zone offers
so many fun learning tools for kids of all ages. The big preschool workbook has pages of readiness basics that
your child can use to prepare for school. You will find pre-writing exercises, colors and shapes activities,
pages of alphabet and phonics exercises and even numbers and early math. I really like that the workbooks are
all in color. What kid wants to work in a workbook that is filled with boring black and white pages? Colors on
the pages just add to the fun of learning. Parent My 3 year-old loves to do homework with those school zone
books I ordered last time, it helps her to write the letters by herself, so impressed. We really enjoy doing the
books together, it is not only a study time, but a quality family time.
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Chapter 3 : Ideas for Using Big Books in Preschool as Learning Tools
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

A Guide to Preschool Big Books written by: Find ideas for what to teach with them, where to get them and a
list of big books preschool children will love. With the use of these large books, young children can learn
many early reading skills like concepts about print, letter sounds, and rhyming. It allows children to see both
the pictures and the text of a book as the teacher models reading skills and strategies. There are many concepts
for preschoolers to learn through shared reading with big books. Concepts about Print Teach your students
about the conventions of print with big books. Use book language as you read: What do you see in the picture
at the bottom of the page? This will help the children learn that the print has meaning and things like left to
right and top to bottom directionality. Concepts about Words and Letters Use big books to help children focus
on words and letters and to begin learning to read some words. As you look through the pages of a book with
the class, talk about something you see in a picture and let the children help you find the word for it. I wonder
if we can find the word duck in the words. What letter would you expect to see at the beginning of duck? Who
can show us the word duck on this page? As the children begin to focus on the print, they will begin to build
their knowledge of letters and sounds. Confidence About Reading As you read and reread big books to
preschool children, they will begin to "read" along. They will be able to pretend to read a big book alone, and
this confidence will help them begin to build their reading skills. Shared reading helps children feel that they
can read and have fun doing it. They gain a basic understanding of how reading works and the conventions of
print, laying a strong foundation for learning to read. You also want to choose books that will be appealing to
preschoolers and fit into your units or themes conceptually. Here are a few favorite big books for preschoolers:
You can find them online or in person at educational stores like Scholastic and Lakeshore Learning. You can
even find some popular titles at Amazon. The addition of shared reading with these great books will set your
students on the path towards becoming confident, skilled readers.
Chapter 4 : Fearon/Pacemaker Classics - Pearson Learning Materials for the Classroom and Home
Buy a cheap copy of Big Fearon Early Learning Book by Beth Savage. Free shipping over $

Chapter 5 : Big Books - Early Childhood School Library Book Suppliers
Moved Permanently. The document has moved here.

Chapter 6 : ORIGO Big Books For Early Learning | ORIGO Education Australia
My first big early learning book [Keith Faulkner] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Chapter 7 : Fearon Teacher Aids - Exodus Books
The big book holder incorporates 6 slots for storing children's books. Designed for use in schools, pre-schools and
nurseries. The big book storage unit can be situated in a school library or in a classroom reading corner.

Chapter 8 : eBook My Big Book of Numbers (Early Learning) download | online | audio tags:Bought this
Full of fun and brilliantly blue, 'The Big Book of Everything for Boys' is a fantastic first word and counting book made
specifically with boys in mind. With interactive questions and entertaining activities, this book covers key early learning
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concepts such as counting, matching, pairing, colors, shapes - and much more.

Chapter 9 : The 50 Best Books For Preschoolers - Early Childhood Education Zone
Big Books for Early Education Kaplan's selection of big book sets provides informative lessons for storytime reading.
The colorful illustrations will help students develop their listening comprehension skills as they gather around the reading
rug.
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